
Osterglocken aus Filz und Perlen
Instructions No. 512

Glowing daffodils Felt and pearl stars are quickly and easily created with
these instructions. In combination with plain white clay pots they look
particularly pretty. 

And so it goes 

Paint the clay pots white, after drying fill them with dry clay and stick the
Iceland Moss on the surface with a straw flower needle.

Use the template to make one Stencil from solid cardboard and cut out the
flowers from modelling felt.
Bend small hats for the typical chalice shape from wire mesh.
Soak the flowers made of modelling felt in water, then place them over the
wire hats to dry.
After drying, wipe orange Handicraft paint over the edges.
Thread on the long strands of the Pearl Stars white rocailles, on the short
yellow rocailles. Connect two strands each with an eyelet and then bend
them into shape.
Cut off a piece of figure wire and dye it Russian green, let it dry.
Cut a hole in the middle of the modelled flower and glue the wire inside.
Glue the pearl star into the felt flower.
Turn a piece to the Acetate ribbon rose, fix it with wire and glue it into the
pearl blossom.

Terracotta pot Stick the finished flower into the wire.
Cut it out of green Felt leaves and glue it to the flower stems with hot glue.

Article number Article name Qty
571647-07 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 7 cm, 10 pcs. 1
641265-20 Rocailles "Nacre"Golden yellow 1
641265-80 Rocailles "Nacre"White 2
560085-25 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlOrange 1
560085-58 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlRussian Green 1
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1
650397 Figure wire, Ø 8 mm 1
571647-08 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 8 cm, 10 pcs. 1
615716-15 VBS Iceland moss, 100 gMay Green 1
601399 Dry-Flower arrangement foam, 2 pieces 1
632300 Mesh wire, mesh size 14x14 mm 1
970014 VBS Assortment of pliers, set of 3 1
120371-06 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 06/6,3 mm 1
640145 Silver wire 0.6 mm, 10 m 1
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